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HEAVY DUTY WHEELS 
All Mares bags include rugged and durable 
construction wheels. With a diameter of 9 cm and 
a with a tire tread 3cm wide, they can maneuver 
over streets, through airports and to your dive 
with no problem. All Mares bag wheels are 
attached with stainless steel screws. This system 
makes the wheels much more durable than bags 
using rivets

TELESCOPIC HANDLE
Mares biggest bags, ideal for long trips, are 
furnished with a telescopic handle. Hidden into a 
pocket placed on the top of the bag, when needed 
the handle can be extended making it very easy to 
pull and maneuver the bag, even when fi lled with 
diving equipment.

HARD BOTTOM
All the biggest bags of the new Cruise collection, 
are reinforced with a hard bottom. The hard 
bottom makes the bag more stable and tear 
resistant. The storage space is stronger and 
offers better protection. The hard bottom makes 
the attachment of the wheels and the telescopic 
handle much more durable. The result is really a 
strong bag.

SPIRAL ZIPPERS
All Mares bags come with Spiral Zips. These zips 
make it really easy to open and close the pockets 
no matter which direction they are facing. 

HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION
All Cruise bags are reinforced with stainless 
steel rivets and screw providing extra durability 
and extra protection. Components are heavy 
duty stitched and attached with stainless steel 
rivets between the hard components (bottom, 
case, telescopic handle) and the material, all to 
increase durability. 

BACKPACK SYSTEM
With little effort a large piece of luggage can be 
transformed into a comfortable Backpack. A big 
pocket positioned under the bag’s case contains 
two big and soft shoulder straps. In a minute your 
wheeled bag becomes a backpack. Additionally, 
the innovative Mares x-strap System converts the 
traditional handles, by attaching to a metal snap 
hook, into the shoulder straps of the bag.

HARD CASE 
The hard case is the ideal solution to store your 
valuable diving equipment. Designed and tested 
by divers looking for the very best in terms of 
capacity and durability, the hard case is separated 
into two internal compartments, one for clothing 
and one for equipment. 

PROTECTIVE COVER
Keeps your bag clean. A fashionable black cover 
with a big Mares logo printed on top will protect 
the bag during the longest voyage. The nylon 
cover will protect your bag from rain, dust, stains 
and scratches. A hole on top of the cover allows 
for use of the telescopic handle when covered.

DETACHABLE POCKET
An extremely useful additional bag. A small 
beauty case ideal for travel or during a tour. A 
mirror is included. The Cruise Roller comes 
with a detachable pocket ideal to store the small 
things we always want to bring with us even when 
we go diving.

BUSINESS CARE DESIGN
Several bags in the new Cruise collection come 
with a business dedicated area. The Cruise 
Journey and Cruise Offi ce are reinforced and 
padded to properly protect your laptop, Logbook, 
MP3, Mobile phone, Agenda, Pens and all your 
other business tools. 
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Code 415570 415571 415572 415573 415574 415575 415576 415577 415578 415579 415580 415581 415582 415584

Dimension (LxWxH)
cm

36.9×

30.5×78.8

36.9×

30.5×78.8

42×

35.6×77.5

40.7×

25.4×81.3

68.6×

29.9×30.5

68.6×

29.9×30.5

95.3×

38.1×38.1

30.5×

15.3×30.5

10.8×

10.8×21.6

40.7×

16.6×27.3

25×

20×95

42×

12.7×34.3

30.8×

21.6×40.7

18×

10×12

in. 14.5×14×31 14.5×14× 31 16.5×14×30.5 16×10×32 27×12×12 27×12×12 37.5×15×15 12×6×12 4×4×8.5 16×6.5×10.5 10×8×37 16.5×5×13.5 12×8.5×16 7×34×4.5

Unit Net Weight
kg 5,69 5,69 6,02 3,57 1,69 1,69 0,67 0,44 0,04 0,54 0,77 1,73 1,5 0,11

lb 12.54 12.54 13.27 7.87 3.73 3.73 1.48 0.97 0.09 1.19 1.7 3.81 3.31 0.24

Volume
L 131.39 131.39 115.46 128 62.40 62.40 108.53 14.16 0.31 18.32 47.5 18.25 27.02 2.16

cu. in. 8017.91 8017.91 7045.8 7811.04 3807.88 3807.88 6622.91 864.1 18.92 1117.95 2898.63 1113.68 1648.86 131.81
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Business Care Design � �

For Demanding Diver � � � � � � � �
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Ideal For Travel � � � � � � � � � �

She Dives � � �

BAGS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS




